
Flagon Crag / AKA The Brewery 
 
A micro quarry accessible from the East Chevin Road quarry carpark. Walk 60 metres or so 
up the road until roughly level with the top edge of the old quarry on your right. Climb over 
the crash barrier and scramble down steeply to access the crag. Access is also possible from 
the Upper carparks opposite the Ramblers Tea Rooms or by scrambling steeply up from the 
Satellite Boulder and traversing right below the road. 
Owing to less-than clean top-outs, old rope lower-offs have been left and we recommend 
leading with gear or bouldering with a rope and lowering off. Some may be happy with just 
pads. Developed by Bruce Woodley, Denis Gleeson and John Hunt – Spring 2021. 
 

 
 
Routes described from right to left facing in. 

1. Nipperkin f2. The crack to the right of the Pedestal flake. 
2. Pipkin f3. The centre of the Pedestal.  
3. Gill f4. (VS 4c) The arete. 
4. Noggin f4. (VS 4c) Crack. 
5. Landlord HVS 5a/b. Crack through small roof. 
6. Half Pint VS 5a.Finger Crack. 
7. Pint HS 4c. Trend right from ANO pedestal flake. 
8. Flagon HS 4b. Flake and corner. 
9. Quart Arete HVS 5c The arete on its right. (A sit start direct up the arete would make 

a challenging project.) 
10.  Firkin’Ard HVS 5a. Wide crack and small corner. 
11.  Kilderkin HVS 5b/c. Short but brutal steep crack. 
12.  Barrel f4. Corner. Sit Start. 
13. Demi-John f6a. Short arete. SS. 
14.  Calico Jack f6b/c. The undercut arete to top out using the overlap slightly right. 

Finish without disturbing the Blue Bells. 
15.  Draining Your Flagon Till Dry f6b. The Crag Traverse: Start Left of Calico Jack and 

hand traverse R. to a finger crack below the overlap use this to access the ledge 
above Demi-John. Steep moves from Barrel into Kilderkin (these 3metres not yet 
mastered!) Hang the finger edges across to a rest before turning Quart Arete and 
finishing up Gill. 


